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Practices

Commercial Disputes
In today’s increasingly competitive marketplace,
commercial disputes are oftentimes unavoidable.
With the risk of financial and reputational harm,
litigants need seasoned legal counsel with a proven
track record for effectively resolving disputes.

Akerman’s Litigation Practice Group has a long and
successful history of defending and prosecuting
commercial disputes throughout the Americas. Our
work has earned recognition from U.S. News – Best
Lawyers, Law360, Benchmark Litigation, Chambers
Global, and Chambers USA, which commends our
“impressive national network” and notes that our
“solid team is well-versed in handling complex
commercial litigation.”

Our national team delivers multijurisdictional
capabilities with sector-focused, trial-tested
expertise. We effectively bridge the gap between the
boardroom and the courtroom with lawyers who are
highly skilled in both project management and
business issues. Also, with deep experience in
alternative dispute resolution, we establish
aggressive negotiation positions so that clients can
appropriately align or mitigate litigation risks with
business objectives.

When litigation is the best option for our client, we
maximize efficiency by effectively utilizing the right
subject matter experts and customized project
management tools to coordinate uniform litigation
strategies that can be implemented in various
localities. This gives clients a consistent litigation
approach that can be tailored for local jurisdictions.
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White Collar Crime and
Government
Investigations

As part of any comprehensive litigation strategy, we
also have refined processes for assessing and
managing eDiscovery, which includes utilization of
appropriate vendor support to minimize costs.

Defend and prosecute large-scale, complex
litigation with multiple parties, in multiple
proceedings and forums

Alternative dispute resolution and strategic
settlements

Pre-litigation due diligence and conflict avoidance
consulting

Proactive risk analysis and litigation forecasting
services identifying trending litigation

Internal auditing services to assist in seeking
recovery through litigation over defense

eDiscovery consulting and process mapping for
uniform application in litigation

Private arbitrations
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